




AI Stakeholder Mark-up Rationale 
 
Element 6.2 -  Aleutian Islands Processor Provisions (Preferred) 
 
There is no real allocation of cod quota to an AI shoreplant cooperative under 6.1. The allocation 
goes to Bering Sea coops with a requirement that they ‘reserve’ a percentage of it for delivery to 
AI shore plants. This sets the stage for conflicts over who will do the AI harvesting and when, 
that would need to involve complex multi‐party intra‐ and inter‐coop negotiations which are 
likely to add significant transaction costs.  
 
6.1 puts the AI shoreplant in the position of having to negotiate and coordinate the scheduling of 
deliveries with each of the BS coops, and with the affiliated processors either directly or 
indirectly. All of which undermines the rationality of the program for AI shoreplant operators by 
making it more difficult to plan relative to other participants. 
 
6.1 lacks the leverage that PHQ provides to other processors in both attracting or holding 
harvesters and in price negotiations, 
 
6.2 is responsive to changes in management regimes that necessitate putting protections in place. 
The compressed timing of the fishery, and the structure of the trawl CV apportionment create 
incentives for the entire trawl CV apportionment to be harvested from the BS and delivered to 
plants closer to the BS fishing grounds. The AI fishery is then left for, primarily freezer 
longliners to harvest and process the catch at-sea. Together these factors, make it impossible for 
the trawl CVs that are dependent on the AI fishery and the AI shoreplants to effectively complete 
for a sufficient share of the sector’s allocation to conduct viable fishing operations.  
 
The rationale for creating the 6.2 AIDQ allocation for the benefit of stakeholders in the trawl CV 
sector of AI Pacific cod fishery is the overall structure of the BSAI Pacific cod fishery and the 
Council’s desire to consider some protections for those AI stakeholders. 
 

Strike Suboption 6.2.1   
 

Suboption 6.2.1. as written is both unworkable and unnecessary. It lacks a definition of 
“operating” and a time criteria. (e.g.: If the plant has to suspend operation due to a Covid 
outbreak, does that trigger a re-issuance of the AIDQ to other coops? What if the AI shoreplant 
coop members had delivered CQ based on a promise of being able to deliver AIDQ? How timely 
would a reissuance process be in the event of a real emergency?)  Because annual AIDQ would 
be transferable as long as landed in the AI, (and somewhat fungible with CQ) Suboption 6.2.1 is 
not needed. 

 
 Strike Suboption 6.2.3 and include the CQ allocation to the eight licenses with a transferrable 
AI endorsement under Element 2. 
 
This is a harvester issue, not a processor or community issue. The more appropriate place to deal 
with the 8 <60’ CVs is under Element 2.  Providing for the participation of the 8 <60’ CVs 
should be independent of whether the Council will choose 6.1 or 6.2. Without the proposed 
options in element 2, under 6.1 the 8 <60’ will be disenfranchised. 



 
These 8 <60’ vessels didn’t have the option of fishing cod in the BS when the Adak plant was 
closed. It wasn’t their fault that the closures limited participation in more recent years.  The years 
preferred by UCB/MTC may be appropriate for their members, but they are not appropriate for 
the 8 <60’ CVs. Using only years beginning in 2009 or later effectively wipes out their catch 
history.   
 
If the Council does not move this issue to Element 2, or chooses to leave 6.2.3 in the analysis, 
our preferred suboption is option 3-10%. It is the most consistent with the data in table 2-83 
which shows that the aggregate landings of the 8 <60’ CVs accounted for somewhat over 3,080 
mt (7%) of the 44,215 mt delivered to Adak from 2004 to 2009.)  

 
Element 2 - Allocation to LLP Licenses 
2.2  “Harvester Allocations … qualifying years” 

Add Suboption 2.2.3.1  2004 to 2019 for the 8 licenses with a transferrable AI endorsement; and 

Add Suboption 2.2.3.2   Drop Years - Allow the 8 licenses with a transferrable AI endorsement 
to drop the years when the Adak processing plant was closed during the A season. 

Clarifications: 
 

• The Council should clarify that the 2004 to 2009 landings by the 8 licenses with a transferrable 
AI endorsement from the AI parallel fishery constitute “legal landings” as defined at 679.2 
Definitions.  These landings were consistent with the 679.2 Definitions of legal landings: 
“Legal landing means a landing in compliance with Federal and state commercial 
fishing regulations in effect at the time of landing.”) in fact, these landings were the basis 
of the Council action to grant their AI endorsements. 
 

• The sector’s halibut PSC will be apportioned to cooperatives in proportion to their members’ 
Pacific cod qualifying catch histories (and processing history or AIDQ, if applicable).   
This clarification simply inserts “or AIDQ” into the last sentence of Element 3, treating 
“AIDQ” as a surrogate for processing history. 
 

• Exempt AI shoreplant(s) from the facility use cap in Element 8.4  Staff has pointed out that 
there are options that would set a facility cap below the amount of cod intended to be 
provided for delivery to an AI shoreplant. 
 

• Add an option in Element 9 allowing a vessel to join one AI and one BS coop. There are a 
number of vessels that have a split history between the AI and BS that may want to 
maintain that pattern in the future. Allowing them to participate in an AI and a BS coop 
may make managing coop transfers more efficient. 
 

• 6.2 should include specification of an AI DFA, partitioned into Restricted and Unrestricted 
amounts as described on page 227 for 6.1. The Restricted amount would be the sum of the 
AIDQ and the harvester CQ committed to the AI shoreplant cooperative(s). 

https://www.law.cornell.edu/definitions/index.php?width=840&height=800&iframe=true&def_id=b6166d6f969e69f602157c40de56b220&term_occur=999&term_src=Title:50:Chapter:VI:Part:679:Subpart:A:679.2
https://www.law.cornell.edu/definitions/index.php?width=840&height=800&iframe=true&def_id=ade816155127083329ab064cad562be6&term_occur=999&term_src=Title:50:Chapter:VI:Part:679:Subpart:A:679.2
https://www.law.cornell.edu/definitions/index.php?width=840&height=800&iframe=true&def_id=7e9a4fc1341667e0be7ad713bdc612bc&term_occur=999&term_src=Title:50:Chapter:VI:Part:679:Subpart:A:679.2
https://www.law.cornell.edu/definitions/index.php?width=840&height=800&iframe=true&def_id=7e9a4fc1341667e0be7ad713bdc612bc&term_occur=999&term_src=Title:50:Chapter:VI:Part:679:Subpart:A:679.2
https://www.law.cornell.edu/definitions/index.php?width=840&height=800&iframe=true&def_id=b6166d6f969e69f602157c40de56b220&term_occur=999&term_src=Title:50:Chapter:VI:Part:679:Subpart:A:679.2


 
The analysis has a good explanation of the need to partition the AI DFA into Restricted 
and Un-restricted components on page 227 under the section on 6.1. It is equally 
necessary under 6.2, though it is not repeated.  It should be clarified that it applies to both 
option. 
 
One of the primary reasons for rationalizing the CV cod trawl fishery is to provide all 
stakeholders with a more certain planning ability. Given that the CV trawl fishery works 
off of two separate TACs it is still possible under 6.2 that stakeholders (processors in AI 
communities, as well as harvesters who have committed to deliver to AI processors) in 
the AI can be preempted from the ability to harvest by other sectors.  
 
As with 6.1 it is essential that an AI DFA be specified, as well as apportioning the AI 
DFA into an Un‐restricted and Restricted Fishery components that would limit other 
sectors, including deliveries to CP motherships, from encroaching on the AIDQ 
allocation as well as other CQ committed by members of the AI shorebased coop(s). The 
Restricted Fishery limit would apply only to the AI TAC and should remain in place for 
the duration of the A&B season. This would not limit the ability members of BS CV 
trawl coops to fully harvest their CQ in the BS at the pace they chose. Without it, the AI 
stakeholders would lose the ability to plan, and thus would not be able to capture the 
benefits that their competitors receive from ending the race for cod. 
 

 




